
 
 

Bright Cross Animal Clinic 
Pre-surgical Questionnaire 

DENTAL 
 

The staff at Bright Cross wants to make sure that you have peace of mind while your cat is here for 
surgery. While everyone realizes that there are some inherent risks to anesthetics, to minimize these 
risks please answer the following questions about your pet to insure your cat is given the most 
complete and BEST care possible. 

       
Your Name:_________________________  Pets Name:________________________ 
Phone number you can be reached at after surgery:___________________________ 
                      Yes       No  

1. Has your cat had anything to eat this morning?…………………    
2. Does your cat have any health concerns that the doctor is 

not aware of?………………………………………………………     

      3.   Is your cat vaccinated for feline leukemia and rabies?…………    
 If No, please discuss with a member of our staff.__________________________ 

4. Is your cat currently on any medications?……………………..     
 If yes, please list and include date/time last given:________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 
5. To provide the most comprehensive prophy, we recommend dental  

radiographs as root abscesses may go otherwise undetected.   

      Would you like x-rays done as a routine full set? Cost $109.50….   

Or, Only if absolutely necessary… …………………………    
6. It is sometimes necessary to extract teeth depending on condition  

of roots and the tooth itself.  Prices vary……………….    
7. Pain management will be required after surgery if extractions  

are needed.  Includes medication to go home…..Cost $71.00 
8.  Would you like OraVet protective coating applied to teeth after  

cleaning? With regular applications at home, this decreases 

plaque build-up by 50%...Cost $36.50…………………………...  .   

OraVet take home kit…..Cost $48.00……………………………     
Optional : 

           Accept Decline 

9. I/D Chip an Registration with surgery – special $45.00………….          
 
 

For verification, please list all procedures to be done while you pet is here: 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
Please discuss any concerns or questions with our staff before leaving. 

 
Signature:____________________________________ 

 
Email:__________________________________________________ 


